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SYNERGISM
n.
1. the interaction of elements that when combined produce a total effect
that is greater than the sum of the individual elements, contributions, etc.
THE FRONT 422 Docklands Drive, Docklands

6-21 December 2013
SYNERGISM is an exhibition of work from the Rudder Exchange Visual Arts
Mentoring Partnerships (REVAMP) in which artists from the Artful Dodgers
Studios work with their chosen mentor, who is an established visual artist.
“We’re here to unlock the arts for young people who would not ordinarily be
given access. It’s about stimulating people through art, not placating them.
The greatest thing we can offer is the opportunity to locate their unique
voice, validate their creative choices and share it with others. Young people
working alongside their mentors and learning about the business of being
an artist, increases their confidence, opens up future pathways into the arts,
education and a deepening of their artistic practice. It is what makes this
program unique and truly transformative. I feel honoured to be a part of it.”
Forest Keegel - REVAMP facilitator
“Rudder is an exuberant celebration of artists with a desire to share their
artistic journey to date. Visiting the Rudder Studios gave me the opportunity
to witness first-hand the importance of having an experienced artist to
work with, and how this enriches both the mentee’s and mentor’s practice.
Dedicated space and a collegiate atmosphere to share skills and ideas are
indeed fertile ground for the nurturing of artistic talent.”
“I love going to the REVAMP studios and exhibitions, I find the artwork
fascinating and the exchanges between artists and collaborations are very
powerful.”
Juan Davila - REVAMP artistic patron

Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me
and I learn.
Benjamin Franklin
I am a lonely painter, I live in a box of paints.
Joni Mitchell ‘A case of you’
Artists often talk about how isolated their profession can be.
Productive artists spend long periods of time alone in the
studio, exploring ideas that are, if they’re lucky, on the one hand
terrifically original and on the other utterly alienating. All the
while, they draw on great psychological fortitude to conquer
doubts about the importance of their chosen field, and the value
of their own creativity. And no amount of formal arts training can
adequately prepare those sensitive souls who’ve committed to a
life of creativity for the intimidating and competitive landscape
of studios, artist-run spaces, commercial and public galleries,
dealers, curator and critics.
Against this backdrop, the role of formalized arts mentorship
has gained significant value and momentum in recent times. The
Artful Dodgers Studios’ Rudder Exchange Visual Arts Mentoring
Partnerships (REVAMP) is one of a number of arts mentoring
programs to have emerged in the Australian art scene over the
past decade. It exists to support the creative and professional
development of young, mostly untrained artists. Its success
owes in large parts to the generosity and commitment of its
patron, the esteemed Juan Davila, and to the skill and energy of
program facilitator Forest Keegel.
In 2013, five artists or ‘mentees’—Lara Alexander, Nyssa
Levings, Sean Lilley, Stuart McAlpine and Hector Vigor—were
given access to a shared studio space and were paired with an
established visual artist in a mentoring partnership. Each artist
selected his or her mentor on the basis of various criteria; in
some cases the nature of the established artist’s practice, in
others the medium with which he or she is experienced, and in

others, little more than some shared interests unrelated to art
and a whiff of good mentor-partnership chemistry. The mentors
in the this year’s program were Elvis Richardson, Fergus Binns,
David Waters, Debbie Harman and Jeff Stewart.
Collaboration, so prominent in contemporary art practice, was
the lynchpin of the mentor partnerships. And Synergism, the title
of the group exhibition, describes the best possible outcome of
a collaboration. It is what Mark Twain identified as ‘the bonus
that is achieved when things work together harmoniously’. So
while a conventional mentorship allows a person experienced
in a particular area to share knowledge and provide guidance to
a less experienced person willing to learn, the most successful
mentorships bear little resemblance to a lop sided teacherstudent relationship. The best of these relationships develop in
the spirit of dedicated collaboration and mutual involvement.
They reward both mentee and mentor in unexpected ways. As
in the case of the partnerships in the 2013 REVAMP program,
they produce something new and curious; something with a
character all of its own.
In the centre of one of the gallery walls, a television screen is
split into two home-video style films of two men, Hector Vigor
and Jeff Stewart, receiving tattoos at the hand of the same
veteran Melbourne tattoo artist, Johnny Dollar. One was this
year, the other in 2006. As they are presented, it is almost
impossible to watch each film independently of its counterpart.
‘More than skin deep’ is a film with a paradoxical effect, because
as unedifying as it at first seems, it’s also seductive and intimate.
We stand witness as something extraordinary and indelible is
made—a tattoo/film/friendship artwork—and, importantly, it
isn’t clear who is the maker. The film is the entry point to a section
of the gallery showing Hector and Jeff’s work, an immersive
collaboration of painting, stencil, and ‘street art’ presented in
a domestically decorated sphere. The painted wallpaper, with
the repeated symbol of Hector’s peacock tattoo, pulls the work
together.

Two wetsuits hover ghostlike in the gallery, each a life-sized
outcome of the energetic mentor partnership between Stuart
McAlpine and Debbie Harman. A wall of 26 small drawings
containing a variety of curious subject matter, reveal the regular
exchange of visual ideas between the two artists over the period
of the collaboration. Both Stuart and Debbie undertook to create
sculptural work in similar media, using the wet-suit drawing as
a springboard for ideas. They worked independently on projects
too, Stuart on a sculpture inspired by the idea of ‘the masked
crusader’, and Debbie on a poetic, haptic piece about ‘the
abandoned self’ that floats in the centre of the shared space.
Together and alone, both artists explored ideas about identity.
Sean Lilley and David Waters present a series of works that
reveal their shared interest in patterns they observe in everyday
life, and the mark-making that the artist undertakes in the
studio. Sean’s carved balsa works and the prints he makes from
them are inspired by road-markings, as David’s window stencils
channel the pattern he noticed in a configuration of wheat sacks
before the introduction of silo storage in the early twentieth
century. When Sean began modeling a series of small plasticine
cars, David was reminded of a solid redgum bus that he’s hand
carved some years ago. As within other mentor partnerships in
the 2013 REVAMP program, a gratifying synchronicity emerged.
While the most salient outcome of the program is the work
presented in Synergism, it’s possible that the real synergism,
the nourishing fruit of the collaboration is something that only
the participants can enjoy. One partnership entailed regular
gallery visits, along with conversations about the exhibited work
about how one might remain inspired as an artist. One involved
fewer contact hours, but significant exchange of knowledge on a
particular medium to which the mentee was unfamiliar. Several
mentees described the distinct improvement of their skills that
had resulted from their relationship. One remarked that both he
and his mentor felt more comfortable undertaking a particular
project together than either of them would have alone. There
was a unanimous expression on the part of the mentees that

they feel better about the work they create as a result of the
program, and more comfortable discussing it with others. All
spoke highly of the interaction that the studio space encouraged
and the strength gained from working as a group.
It’s a Friday afternoon in November and the sun pours through
the windows of the studio in a bluestone/graffiti-lined street
in Collingwood. A journalist writing a piece on the program
scribbles on her notepad while Fergus speak quietly about his
mentor partnership with Nyssa, and while Nyssa applies the final
brushstrokes to a large painting. Jeff and Hector describe the coincidence of their shared tattoos while Juan Davila listens, smiling
and enthralled. Stuart and Debbie are wresting their bodies from
decorated wetsuits after an impromptu photographic shoot in
the adjacent park. Sean and David appraise Sean’s balsa carvings
before taking off to collect more works from a nearby framer. On
a couch in the corner of the studio, Elvis discusses with Forest
the dynamic and unexpected way that her film project with Lara
unfolded. In less than a week, Synergism will open at a spacious
gallery in Melbourne’s Docklands. There’s a hum of conversation
and laughter, and the intermittent click of a camera shutter.
Nothing focuses creative energy quite like an exhibition
deadline. After the highs and lows of the year—the various
discoveries, challenges and opportunities which have coloured
their REVAMP year—each of the artists exhibiting in Synergism
knows that a career in the arts is not all adrenaline and creative
abandon. But the palpable optimism in the studio that day, and
the dynamic group exhibition which the artists have brought
together, are two perfect examples of the synergy to which
they’ve been aspiring.
Suzette Wearne
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In a career spanning twenty years, Elvis Richardson has
developed a conceptual-based practice, producing work in
photography, film and sculpture. Richardson has produced
works assembled from found and collected materials such as
slides and magazines, and in her collaborative work film with
Lara Alexander, she has drawn on the idea of her archives as
process of investigation, like working out a puzzle. In making
the film work together, Elvis explains that she and Lara
exchanged files over the net, and that the project evolved in
the style of a surrealist ‘Exquisite corpse’—neither of the two
artists knew exactly what they would be receiving and what
they would then be required to build on.

Lara Alexander recently completed her Bachelor of Fine Art
(in drawing) at RMIT. She exhibited in NotFair 2012: Primal
Mutation, at Thousand Pound Bend in Melbourne.
Elvis Richardson established and co-curated the Brunswick
exhibition space Death Be Kind over 18 months between
2010 and 2011. She runs CoUNTess, a blog on gender equality
in the Australian art world, and lectures in Graphic Design at
Australian Catholic University.

RELEASE - HD VIDEO 16:9 5 mins 30 Secs Lara Alexander and Elvis Richardson
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Since completing a Bachelor of Fine Art (in painting) at the Victoria College of
the Arts in 2002, Fergus Binns has explored depictions of colonial Australia,
national identity, the environment, art history, and popular culture. Recently
his practice has expanded to include sculpture and film. Each of the two
works he presents in Synergism has been motivated by his and Nyssa’s shared
concerns for the future of the natural world. In the three-dimensional work
that accompanies his painting, Fergus has used aerosol paint to fossilize a
dying palm plant. A number of ‘fashionable dinosaur fossils’ are represented
around its roots.

Fergus Binns is currently a studio artist at Gertrude Contemporary.
He is represented by Utopian Slumps, Melbourne.

Nyssa Levings is a self-taught artist working across media of drawing, painting
and sculpture. Her work is an outlet for her deeply felt responses to the
suffering of others, and her concern for the wellbeing for the natural world.
She writes,
‘I think an underlying theme in my work is an element of suffering and struggle.
There is that risk that people will be put off when they hear that—why would
they want to look at, talk about or think about these types of things? Well, l
believe there is beauty in the struggle. It’s a vital part of life. It’s what ties all
living things together. And this suffering and struggle, as difficult and harsh
as it may seem for us at the time, is ultimately responsible for the birth of all
things great and beautiful…’

Bananananahhhh - oil on ply board - size 560 x 570mm
Fergus Binns

James Price Point - acrylic on canvas - size 1100 x 1100mm Nyssa Levings

Who will Highlight Humans Fossilised Palm, dirt, moss,
glass, ply board and fashionable
Dinosaur fossils - size 250 x 250 x
1750mm Fergus Binns
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Sean Lilley uses both traditional printmakers tools and also less conventional
art materials— for example exchanging linoleum with balsa wood for his
print ‘block’—to create his evocative works. He enjoys the process and
deliberation of mark-making on balsa, and has noticed that the more he
creates, the stronger his ideas become. Sean is highly engaged with the
automotive culture, and sees the patterns of his prints and his carved blocks
as analogous to road markings. He has aspirations for focusing on sculpture
in the future and expanding the scale of his work.

David Waters, an artist accomplished in a variety of media
including foam, rubber, steel, concrete, glass and stone, was
able to share significant technical knowledge and experience
with Sean. For Synergism, David has produced a work in glass
and mud using a stencil technique. The patterns on this work
are inspired by the configuration of wheat sacks stacked
together before the introduction of silo storage in the early
twentieth century. He is also exhibiting a sculpture of a bus
carved from redgum wood, a work from earlier in his career
which, presented alongside Sean’s plasticine model car, David
has said reveals a ‘synchronicity’ in his and Sean’s respective
practices.

David Waters is an established artist who has exhibited work in spaces
including the Yarra Sculpture Gallery, Abbotsford; Brightspace, St Kilda;
Kings ARI, Melbourne; and the Araluen Centre, Alice Springs.

Wheat Gallery - mud on glass - size 3500 x 700mm David Waters

Highway Extension 3 - balsa,
acrylic paint, plasticine - size 820
x 910 x 250mm Sean Lilley

Left to right: Highway Extension 4 - ink on paper - size 1000 x 700mm Sean Lilley
Highway Extension 1 - balsa, acrylic paint - size 350 x 1000mm Sean Lilley
Highway Extension 2 - balsa, acrylic paint - size 340 x 580mm Sean Lilley

Bus - redgum - size 730 x 210 x 30mm David Waters
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Stuart and Debbie agree that Stuart’s space at Artful Dodgers
Studios in Collingwood had great benefits for their collaboration.
At the beginning of their partnership, they committed to
producing three drawings a week each, and at the end of each
week, pinned their drawings to one of the studio walls. This
provided them with the opportunity to reflect on the work
they had done, and also energized their mentor partnership.

Stuart McAlpine is an emerging artist who, as a result of his
mentor partnership, has recently expanded his predominantly
illustrative practice to encompass three-dimensional work. His
graphic yet expressive work is influenced by his love of comic
book artwork and concept artwork for movies and video games.

Among the works that Stuart and his mentor Debbie Harman have exhibited
in Synergism is the torso section of an old hooded wetsuit. On opposite sides
of the centre zip are two drawings, the left one by Stuart and the right one
by Debbie. Working both collaboratively and on individual projects the artists
discovered shared interests in certain themes—such as identity, disguise—
and were able to refine methods of physically creating work.

Debbie Harman is a Melbourne-based artist with experience
co-ordinating community art workshops and undertaking major
public art projects.

Generations - wetsuit, acrylic paint, fishing line - size 600 x 650 x 300mm Debbie Harman

Drawings - pencil on paper - size 200 x 245mm
Stuart McAlpine & Debbie Harman
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Hector Vigor and Jeff Stewart share a number of interests
that positioned them perfectly for a REVAMP partnership.
Jeff identifies their tattoos—some of which were made
by the same veteran Melbourne tattooist—as being an
aspect which provided the underpinning for their project:
‘It took us a while to bring a number of different strands
together. One thing that helped was our tattoos… I filmed
Hector being tattooed, which will go with a film of me being
tattooed by the same tattooist in 2006.’

While Hector and Jeff have worked together on a graffiti project before,
this time around, Hector hoped the outcome might be a series of
paintings. Hector came up with the idea of presenting their work in a
partially wall-papered room, which provided parameters for Jeff and
himself to think about how their work would be viewed. Jeff writes
that working with Hector ‘confirmed how important it can be to think
of art practice as something that does not have to be only focused on
a gallery or a particular history of what that practice is meant to be, or
even who it is meant to be for.’

Together with the Artful Dodgers Studios, Jeff Stewart has
collaborated on major street art projects and murals which
have brought together mentors, professional art workers, street
artists and disadvantaged youth. Jeff has published on the
importance of vital and diverse expression in graffiti and street
art in the City of Melbourne.

More than skin deep - VIDEO 26 mins - Hector Vigor & Jeff Stewart

TANKAJAY THE GLAMOROUS - acrylic on
canvas - size 1100 x 760mm Hector Vigor

Untitled - acrylic on canvas - size 170 x
70mm Hector Vigor

Tattooed Love - acrylic on canvas - size 310
x 250mm Jeff Stewart

CHOO CHOO - acrylic on canvas size 410 x 325mm Hector Vigor

Left - LAD Work Part 3 - acrylic on canvasboard - size 310 x 250mm
Right - Catherine Myfanwy Davies, Forever gouche, enamel spray - size 310 x 250mm

